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It is the winter of my older sister „s discontent due to a nagging sore throat that seems to go on 

for weeks. Finally, my father intervenes. He seizes our old broom from a closet and plucks off 

one of the long, thin bristles. After taping a piece of cotton to one end, he anoints this with a 

household antiseptic product called Mercurochrome, then sticks the whole thing down into my 

sister‟s mouth and proceeds to swab the back of her throat with it until she gags. Ever the perfect 

little Pharisee, I stand there watching – fearful and unbelieving – and think surely my sister will 

die from such treatment. A few hours later, however, she is still with us and now seems to have 

been miraculously healed by the Mercurochrome. 

Not long after this, when I am 12 and just the right age for being careless and silly, I somehow 

jab the points of my mother‟s good scissors deep into the soft tissue at the base of my thumb. 

Oddly enough, there is no blood pouring out and, to my amazement, I am able to look deep into 

the gaping wound. In a rational household, my parents would trundle me right off to the 

emergency room for a few stitches. My family is not rational. My father only glares at me and 

remains silent. I have seen this look before and know it well. It involves these two questions: 

“How could you do something so stupid?” and “How could we possibly be related to one 

another?” 

As I ponder the wiring inside my thumb and wait for my mother to scream and yell, as she 

always does in a crisis (and sometimes even when there isn‟t one), she calmly suggests , “Put 

some Mercurochrome on it.” I do as I‟m told. But, to tell the truth, I am crestfallen. My hope to 

become the family‟s immediate center of attention for the next few days has vanished in a haze 



of apathy and disdain. Later, in the calm of gradual healing, I realize that the rightful celebrity of 

the moment was , of course, Mercurochrome. 

It is our superhero, our emergency room and our panacea for cuts and scrapes, chigger bites, 

various aches, or any malady within dabbing distance. Most households in the U. S. possess a 

bottle of this mysterious red liquid. It works fast and promotes scarless healing and doesn‟t sting 

on open wounds like rival products. Ah, the miracles of Mercurochrome! It causes me to wonder 

at how Jesus of Nazareth worked his way through the Four Gospels on less. Some of my friends 

call it “monkey blood.” In the summers, every other kid I know seems to be covered with it. 

These are our red badges of courage. Like the scars from our polio vaccinations, we wear them 

proudly. 

But at this time, I can‟t know that somewhere in the future, a man in a lab will decide that 

Mercurochrome, which contains trace amounts of mercury, is unsafe. Though people swear by 

its curative powers, bureaucrats will ban it and manufacturers won‟t bother with trying to prove 

it‟s safe. By then, a new generation of antiseptics appear, and the trademark red of 

Mercurochrome will begin to fade fast. 

There will come a time when you can‟t find it in Walgreen‟s or Kroger, although you can order it 

off the internet from places outside the country. Actually, there will be a “mercury-free” version 

of it available in the U.S. but one has to wonder if it packs the potency and curative powers of 

the original, not to mention the aesthetic value. 

And maybe the American Medical Association will lobby hard against good „ole Mercurochrome 

just so doctors won‟t lose any business to a popular home cure. After all, using Mercurochrome 



is a procedure that defies the complicated business of medical billings and insurance filings and 

pharmacy visits, not to mention the very idea of government meddling in your private life. 

But I am just a boy now and not terribly concerned about the future, which always seems to be 

such a long way off. And it is so easy just to have faith in everything -- teachers, baseball heroes, 

home cures and a guy like Benny Craig. Benny is chubby and kindly and reads the sports news 

every night on Channel 11 in these early days of television. Sponsored by Colonial Bread, he is 

known as “the Colonial Bread Man” and dutifully wears his bread man‟s uniform and a 

policeman‟s hat when he is on television. He has his own simple prescription on how to make 

things better. “And remember, boys and girls,” Benny intones at the end of each broadcast, “it 

never costs an extra cent to be a good sport.” 

On the very day my brother and I begin to build a tree-house, the board we are nailing slips and 

the hammer smashes the nail of my left thumb, which immediately turns dark and bloody. I 

know exactly what to do. Fighting back tears, I rush into the house. As I gingerly dab on some 

Mercurochrome, I begin to have a glimmer that nothing will ever really quite assuage all of life‟s 

nicks and cuts. But, for now, Mercurochrome is always a good place to start. And, it pretty much 

always works. 

 

 

 

 


